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We report measurements of the lifetimes of the D, D+, and D,+ (F+) mesons produced in e+e
collisions at a center-of-mass energy of 29 GeV. The decay vertex distribution in the processes
D ~K rr+, D+~E n+n+, and . D+~Prr+ were made using a vertex chamber installed in the

High Resolution Spectrometer at the SLAC storage ring PEP. The measured lifetimes are
~ 0=(4.4+1.0%0.6)X10 ' s, w +=(9.2+,'3+1.6)X10 " s, and r +=(3.1+20+0.5)X10 " s.

S

In addition the lifetime of the B meson is determined assuming that only the B and not the B de-

cays to a D*+ meson. The B is not directly observed. The lifetime w 0 is estimated indirectly to be

(8.2+3 7+2.7) X 10

I. INTRODUCTION

The charm mesons have been a fruitful source of infor-
mation regarding the interaction of quarks, primarily be-
cause the charm quark Q behaves as if it were almost in-

dependent of the lighter quark. The lifetime of charm
rnesons can be related to the lifetime of the charm quark
if it is assumed that the lighter of the two quarks has only
a minor influence on the decay process. In this so-called
spectator model, illustrated in Fig. 1(a), the charm-quark
lifetime can be related to the lifetime of the p lepton,
which decays in a similar way, by the equation

5

B(Q~ev, x) g) V g(
mg q

where Vq& are the relevant Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix

elements' and 8 is the semileptonic branching ratio. The
extent to which this model is valid can be tested by com-
paring the lifetimes of the three charm rnesons since the
prediction of the model is that all charm rnesons should
have the same lifetime.

It is known, however, that the D+ meson has a sub-
stantially longer lifetime than that of the D or the D,+

meson. This difference might be due to the presence of

an additional 8'-exchange diagram that can contribute to
the D decay as shown in Fig. 1(b) as well as the annihila-
tion diagram, shown in Fig. 1(c), which can contribute to
the D,+ decay. Both of these diagrams are thought to be
small since the decay of a pseudoscalar particle to two
light fermions is suppressed by helicity conservation, as is
well known for the decay m ~e v, . Processes of this
type are therefore probably not responsible for the entire
difference in charm-meson lifetimes.

Another possible reason for the lifetime difference is
that the D+, in contrast with the D and D,+, has the
two decay channels shown in Fig. 2, which might inter-
fere destructively since they lead to the same final state.
This would result in a suppression of the D+ decay rate
so that ~ + & ~ 0 as is observed.

Although a considerable number of charm-decay mea-
surements have been made, the effects of the 8'-exchange
diagrams are not fully understood. Several theoretical
analyses have been made, however, which go beyond the
simple model outlined above and provide fairly good
agreement with the data.

This paper describes the measurement of charm-meson
lifetimes using data collected with the High Resolution
Spectrometer (HRS) operated at the PEP storage ring lo-
cated at the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. A con-
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that particle. The distribution of decay times was decom-
posed into several components, of which one was the un-
known lifetime of the charm meson.

This technique has been widely used at e+e storage
rings. ' There have also been measurements of charm-
particle lifetimes by groups using fixed targets in external
beam lines at CERN6 and Fermilab ' (especially E-691)
and by bubble-chamber groups. ' The measurements re-

ported in this paper possess similar systematic errors and
confirm the observed lifetime differences between the
mesons containing heavy quarks.
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FIG. 1. (a) The weak-decay process for charm-meson decay.
(b) The D -exchange diagram. (c) The D,+-annihilation dia-
gram.

cise description of the lifetime measurement for the D,
meson has already been published using a smaller event
sample.

The program of the HRS Collaboration to measure the
charm-particle lifetimes began with the construction and
installation of a high-precision tubular drift chamber in
the space between the large central drift chamber and the
beam pipe. Data were subsequently accumulated over
the next 3 years of PEP running. The integrated lumi-
nosity which produced the sample of events used here
was 200 pb

The same basic technique was used to measure the
three charm-particle lifetimes. All of the events in the
standard hadronic event sample were scanned for com-
binations of tracks that yielded the correct invariant mass
for one of the charm mesons when a particular assign-
ment of the K or m mass was used. At least two of the
tracks were then fitted to a common intersection point.
The distance of this vertex point from the known beam
centroid together with the momentum of the reconstruct-
ed charm meson then yielded the proper decay time of

II. APPARATUS

The HRS detector has been described in general in a
previous publication. There are also detailed descrip-
tions of the central tracking drift chamber, ' of the vertex
drift chamber, " and of the barrel shower counters. ' In
this section we review the features of the detector that are
important for the lifetime measurements.

The outer drift chamber plus the two chambers men-
tioned above operated in a 1.62-T magnetic field. The
outer drift chamber consisted of two layers of tubes at a
radial distance of 2 m from the beam. The central drift
chamber had 15 layers extending in radius from 0.2 m to
1.0 m and included eight stereo and seven axial layers.
The vertex drift chamber had four layers of tubes be-
tween 0.091 m and 0.115 m in radial distance, an axial
length which matched the acceptance of the central drift
chamber, and an effective thickness of 0.4% of a radia-
tion length.

The resolution of the outer and central chambers .was
o. =200 pm and the resolution of the vertex chamber was
o. =100 pm per layer. The momentum resolution was
found to be o /p =0.002 (GeV/c )

' for high-
momentum tracks. Such precision led to narrow mass
peaks in the invariant-mass distributions for fully recon-
structed decays and therefore to a relatively clean separa-
tion of the charm-particle signal from the background.

The extrapolation of the tracks to the interaction point
was done to a precision of 120 pm. This is su%ciently ac-
curate to determine a vertex position in a typical charm-
meson decay with an error which is of the same order as
the distance from the beam centroid to the vertex posi-
tion. The outer drift chambers, although contributing to
the accuracy of the mass determination, were not used in
the measurement of the vertex position because they con-
tributed little to the final precision of that quantity but
could possibly bias the vertex determination if there were
a misalignment.

III. SKI.ECTION OF EVENTS

FIG. 2. The D+ decay mode interference diagrams.

We looked for candidate events in our standard sample
of hadronic events corresponding to 200 pb ' of integrat-
ed luminousity. These events were selected by requiring
that there be at least five charged tracks in the event and
that the sum of the charged and neutral energies be
greater than 8 GeV. There are 44000 of these events. In
all of the following discussion reference to a charm parti-
cle includes the charge-conjugate partner.
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A. D ~K +m'+

The D mesons were chosen to be daughters of D
mesons in the decay D*+~D +++. There was no at-
tempt to identify a track as a K or a m. before calculating
the mass. One track was chosen to be a X meson, anoth-
er track of opposite sign was chosen as a m meson, and
their invariant mass was calculated. The characteristic
mass difference between the two charm mesons was then
used to obtain a sample of D mesons with nearly zero
background. This mass difference, 6=m ++ —m 0, was

calculated by taking another track with the same sign as
the m meson from the D decay as the D*+ decay prod-
uct. The nominal value of 6 is 0.1454 GeV/c (Ref. 13).

A separate analysis of the data was done for two re-
gions of the variable z +, which is the energy of the D *+

meson divided by 14.5 GeV, the energy of one of the
beams. The data with z + ~ 0.4 were used to find the life-

time of the D meson. The data with z + &0.4, on the
other hand, were used to extract a number for the life-
time of the B meson under the assumption that B-
meson decays account for about half of the D*+ decays
in this region of z, (see Appendix C). Although this
data sample is necessarily limited because the threshold
for D*+ detection was at z + )0.19, the measurement of
the B lifetime is of interest.

The mass difFerence for both regions of z + is present-
ed in Fig. 3. In both histograms there is an enhancement
corresponding to events with D*+ mesons. For these
data an additional cut has been made on the absolute
value of the cosine of the helicity angle of the decay kaon
with respect to the D direction in the D rest frame,
which serves to reduce the background from random
track combinations. The data with z + &0.4 are more
contaminated with background than the data with higher
z + because random combinations of tracks tend to form
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B. D+~K +m++m+

The decay mode, D*+~D+++, which would have
allowed a similar analysis as for the D meson, was not
available because our detector had a low efficiency for
detecting tPe vr . Instead the D+ was directly observed
in the decay mode D+~1{. +vr++m+ (8=9.1%). The
disadvantage was that by using a three-particle decay
mode of the D+ and not being able to use a mass
difference cut with respect to the D*+, the background
was much higher than in the D case. The invariant
mass of the D+ meson was calculated by taking one par-
ticle as a K meson and two particles with opposite sign to
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FICx. 5. The invariant mass of Kmw combinations with

z~ ~0.5.

false D* mass values with low values of z +. They have

therefore been subjected to the selection ~cos(8z )'~ &0.7
as compared to ~cos({9x-)*~&0.9 for the data with higher
ZD+a

The invariant-mass distributions of the Em combina-
tions for those events where 6 is in the range
0.143 ~ 5 0.148 GeV/c are shown in Fig. 4.
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the E meson as ~ rnesons. The allowed range of z for the
D+ was chosen to be z + ~0.5 in order to reduce the
combinatorial background from low-momentum parti-
cles. The resulting invariant-mass distribution is shown
in Fig. 5.

IV. VERTEX RECONSTRUCTION

The candidate charm-meson events were isolated as
outlined above using information from the central and
outer chambers. The tracks were then fitted to the pri-
mary vertex to obtain the best mass determination. Each
of these events was then retracked using only information
from the vertex and central chambers to obtain the best
vertex information. In most events the tracks found in
both reconstructions were identical and yielded the same
invariant mass within the experimental resolution for the
charm-particle combinations. These events were used for
the lifetime analysis.

The next step was to constrain the tracks from the
charm-meson decay vertex to come from a common

C. D,+(F+)~Q+rr+

The sample of D,+ mesons was obtained by observing
the decay mode D,+~rtp+rr+ The Pm. mode was select-
ed by first forming the K+X combinations from all
pairs of oppositely charged particles with momentum
greater than 0.500 GeV/c and requiring the invariant
mass to be between 1.0096 and 1.0296 GeV/c . To
reduce the hadronic combinatorial background, a kine-
matic fit was performed on the track parameters of the
two-kaon system subject to the constraint that
mx+=1.0196 GeV/c . The events were kept if y was
less than 50 in this fit. These P candidates were then
combined with all other charged particles, assuming a
pion mass, and were required to have z& )0.4. To
enhance the signal-to-background ratio, decay angle cuts
in the helicity frame that favor the decay of the spin-1
particle P and the decay of the spin-0 particle D,+ were
applied. The requirements were ~cos(81r)'~ )0.5, in the

P system and ~cos(e&)*~ &0.9 in the D,+ system. More
details of the event-selection criteria can be found in a
previous publication. The D,+ mass plot is shown in
Fig. 6.

point. This was done with a least-squares fit using the
track vectors and error matrices that are the output of
the track-reconstruction step (not those resulting from
the fit to the primary vertex). The method used is slightly
different for the three charm mesons. For D —+K m+

there are only two tracks. In the case of the D+ there
are three tracks and all three are used to find the vertex.
For the D,+ the m from the decay of the D,+ plus one of
the kaons from the P decay were used.

The fit was done effectively in two dimensions because
the resolution in z (along the beam direction) was much
worse than in the radial directions x and y. The method
for removing the z dependence from the fit was to in-
crease the error on the z-dependent terms entering into
the track error matrices by a factor of 5. The number of
constraints in the two-track fit is then essentially zero
while in the three-track fit there is essentially one con-
straint.

A. D

Events within a mass range of 1.75 ~ Mz ~ 2.00
GeV/c and within a 6 range of 0.135 ~ 6 ~ 0.155
GeV/c were retracked using only the information from
the vertex chamber and the central chamber. These wide
cuts allowed us to include enough events to determine a
background fraction and its apparent lifetime. A D
event, along with magnified details in the regions of the
vertex chamber and the decay point, is shown in Fig. 7.

Events were rejected on the basis of the following cri-
teria.

(i) The D mass after retracking was not close enough
to the known D mass. A kinematic fit that varied the in-
put track parameters to obtain the known mass of the D
was used and those events with large y were rejected. A
cross comparison with the original fit was then made.
Only those events originally within the range
1.83 & Mx. & 1.90 GeV/c were retained. The back-
ground events were not subjected to a secondary mass
constraint but were required to be in the mass ranges in
the original fit of 1.75 & Mx & l.80 GeV/c and
1.93 &Mx &2.00 GeV/c .

(ii) The mass diff'erence was not in the range
0.143 & b, & 0.148 GeV/c .

(iii) One of the tracks from the D shared one or more
hits in the vertex chamber with any other track. These
events were eliminated because hit sharing tends to bias
the vertex position to a longer distance from the interac-
tion point.

(iv) Fewer than a minimum number of hits in the ver-
tex chamber were fit to the track. For z + ~0.4 the
minimum number was three while for z +(0.4 it was
two.

The tracks from the surviving D candidates were then
refitted in the x-y plane subject to the constraint that they
pass through a common point. This vertex was taken to
be the decay vertex for the event. The distributions of
vertex g are shown in Fig. 8. A few events are cut out at
this stage because the y is abnormally large (g ~0.75
for z, ~0.4 or y ~0.5 for z + &0.4). The vertex-
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FIG. 10. The invariant-mass distribution for the events used
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D

There are seven background events in the mass regions
between 1.75 and 1.80 GeV/c and 1.93 and 2.00 GeV/c
in the sample with z + 0.4. Thus we estimate a back-
ground contamination of (7+4)% in the accepted mass
range of 1.83 to 1.90 GeV/c . For the sample with
z + &0.4 the number of background events in the mass

regions between 1.70 and 1.79 GeV/c and 1.93 and 2.05
GeV/c is 17, giving a background contamination of
(19+5)% in the accepted mass range from 1.83 to 1.88
GeV/c .

B. D+
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FIG. 11. The distribution of g /(degrees of freedom) for the
fit to a common vertex of the Km.m. tracks with 1.7 & M&„~2.0
GeV/c .

After the D + events were selected, they were retracked
using the vertex and central chambers to determine the
best projection to the intersection region. At this point a
series of cuts was imposed to guarantee high-quality
tracks. Candidate Km+ tracks that shared a cell with any
other track in any of the vertex chamber layers were re-
moved, thus eliminating the entire event from the sample.
This was done to avoid a systematic bias which could
produce detached vertices and therefore a nonzero life-
time. The invariant-mass calculations for the two
different tracking schemes were also required to agree
within +40 MeV/c .

The vertex of the E~~ tracks was determined by a
least-squares fit in two dimensions to a common point.
Those decay vertices fitted with y /degrees of freedom
(DF) ~ 3.0 and those which had a vertex-position error
greater than 2.4 mm in the direction of the momentum of
the D+ were removed. The distributions of vertex y and
position error are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, respectively.

/
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FIG. 14. The distribution of y for the fit of two of the tracks
of the D,+ decay to a common vertex for events in the mass
range 1.7~M& ~2.3 GeV/c after the track-sharing cuts have
been made.

The invariant-mass plot of the resulting sample is
shown in Fig. 13. A fit to this mass distribution consist-
ing of a Gaussian distribution and a linear background
determined the number of D+ events to be 155 above a
background of 609 events in the mass region between
1.830 and 1.890 GeV/c . The fitted D+ mass was
1.858+0.015 GeV/c, consistent with the nominal value
which is 1869.3 GeV/c (Ref. 13).

C. Ds

Tracks used in the vertex fit were required to have at
least three measured points in the vertex chamber layers
and to have no shared hits in the vertex chamber. All
three decay particle tracks could, in principle, be fitted to
a common vertex position as was done in the case of the
D+. The two K tracks, however, are nearly parallel and
so do not locate a useful vertex by themselves. Each to-
gether with a pion could locate a vertex but the indepen-
dent information in the two measurements is small. This
small amount of additional precision must be balanced
against the reduction of the event sample incurred by re-
quiring three rather than two tracks with stringent quali-
ty criteria. It was found that it was better to use the m

track and only one K track when determining the D,+

vertex position. Using only two tracks, with the criteria
described above, reduced the event sample by 35%.

Another cut, which reduced the data sample by an ad-
ditional 10%, was to require that the error in the fitted
decay vertex position in the plane perpendicular to the
beams be less than 1.2 mm along the D,+ Qight direction.
All events passed the criterion y & 1.0. The relevant dis-
tributions are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. The final mass
plot after all of these cuts is shown in Fig. 16.

This plot was divided into three different mass
ranges —the lower hadronic combinatorial background
region (1.70~M&„~ 1.91 GeV/c ), the D,+ signal region
(1.94~M& ~ 1.99 GeV/c ), and the upper hadronic
combinatorial background region (2.02 ~ M& ~ 2.30
GeV/c ). The 23 events observed in the D,+ region were
used for the lifetime measurement. The estimated back-
ground in the signal region was 5 events.

V. BEAM POSITION AND ENVELOPE

It would have been desirable to use the information
from the other tracks in the event to determine the pri-
mary event vertex. This could not be done in a satisfac-
tory way, however, and instead the average beam position
was measured for each set of events in a run correspond-
ing to a storage ring fill cyc1e.

At PEP the ring was typically refilled every 1 —2 h,
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FIG. 15. The distribution of vertex position error for the fit
of two of the tracks of the D,+ decay to a common vertex for
events in the mass range 1.7 ~ M&„~2.3 GeV/c after the
shared hits cut has been made.
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yielding an integrated luminosity for the fill of approxi-
mately 100 nb '. In order to measure the mean-beam
position it was necessary to select good quality tracks
that did not orignate from secondary vertex decays. A
set of tracks from a series of Bhabha-scattering events
satisfied these conditions. The Bhabha tracks may be
considered as originating from the average beam position,
which was consequently determined by fitting them to the
same crossing point. Up to 20 Bhabha events were fitted
as a group. Since about 60 Bhabha events are expected
for 100 nb of integrated luminosity, there were typical-
ly three such groups in a run. The final average beam po-
sition was determined by taking the average of the fitted
values of these groups. The errors were typically +50
pm in x and +20 pm in y. The average beam positions
determined by this method for the runs used for this
analysis are shown in Figs. 17 and 18. Six Bhabha events
in a run were required for an acceptable beam position
measurement. If a run were so short that this condition
was not satisfied, the average of the beam positions of the
preceding and the succeeding runs was used. The z beam
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FIG. 18. The y average beam positions with respect to the
detector axis for runs used in the measurement of the charm
lifetimes. The error on each point is typically 20 pm.

position was constrained to be zero in this fit since the
vertex chamber does not provide any z information.

The PEP beam size is about 500 pm in x by 200 pm in
y. The main contribution to the x beam size is the hor-
izontal oscillation of the beams due to the synchrotron
radiation. The same Bhabha-scattering events that were
used to determine the beam positions were used to mea-
sure the beam size. The x and y dimensions of the beam
can be obtained by measuring the impact-parameter dis-
tributions of the horizontal and the vertical tracks. The
impact-parameter distributions of the tracks which make
angles with the x or y axis of less than 0.1 rad are shown
in Fig. 19. The standard deviations of these distributions,
fitted by a Gaussian shape, were 39S pm in x and 140 pm
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in y. These widths are the sums of the true beam dimen-
sions, the extrapolated Bhabha track errors (o = 102 pm),
and other systematic errors, including small excursions of
the beam during a run. Removing the contribution of the
track error, these plots determined the effective beam di-
mensions to be o.„=383pm and 0. =98 pm.

VI. FITTING THK I.IFKTIME DISTRIBUTION

V„„V —V
2

Vyy ux + Vz& uy 2 Vzy uz uy

1/2

The three-dimensional decay distance was obtained from
I' using the relation l = l'/sin8, where 8 is the polar angle
of the charm-meson Aight direction. The proper decay
time t and its error 5t are then t+5t=(l+5l )eM/p where
M and p are, respectively, the mass and momentum of the
charm meson.

We used the resulting list of measured decay times and
errors and a maximum-likelihood method to obtain the
most probable value for the lifetime of the charm parti-
cle. The likelihood function includes contributions from
background as well as from signal. The signal was
represented by the convolution of an error distribution
whose shape was determined empirically from the mea-
sured events and an exponential decay function. The
background decay time was represented by a similar er-
ror distribution with a mean value offset from zero. A
scaling factor in the magnitude of the error values was
also allowed. Decays of charm particles which are them-
selves decay products of 8 mesons were corrected for on
a statistical basis. See Appendix A for a more complete
discussion of the likelihood function.

A. D

The proper-decay-time distribution for the 55 events of
the sample with z, 0.4 is shown in Fig. 20(a). Since

the background population was so small, the cut on b
was loosened to give 21 events with which to evaluate the
apparent lifetime of the background under the D peak.
The apparent-decay-time distribution of these events is
shown in Fig. 20(b). Two different methods of modehng
the background-error distribution were tried in the
maximum-likelihood fit. (See Appendix A.) One method
employed a simple Gaussian using the error evaluated
from the vertex fits scaled by a factor R'. The second

The most probable decay distance in the plane perpen-
dicular to the beams was calculated for each charm-
particle candidate by using the expression'

x„V u, +y, V„u~ —V„~(x,u~+y„u„)l= 'yy
2 2V u +V„u —2V u u

where (x„,y, ) is the decay vertex position relative to the
average beam position, V," are the elements of the total
variance matrix (the sum of the vertex-position and
beam-position variance matrices), and u; are the two-
dimensional direction cosines of the decaying charm par-
ticle. The error on the most probable decay distance is
given by'"

1
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from the analysis of a Monte Carlo —generated event sample as a
function of z

method utilized a weighted sum of two Gaussians one of
which used the vertex-fit errors while the other used
those errors scaled by a factor R ) 1. The relative
weights of the two Gaussians and the value R were ad-
justed to give the best fit to the background-decay-time
distribution. The apparent background lifetime was
found to be (0.7+ I, ) X 10 ' s using a relative weight of
0.3 for the second Gaussian and R =2.1.

The 8 decay contributes some D decays to our sam-
ple which will have an apparently much longer lifetime.
We corrected for this contribution by including in the
likelihood function a term for a cascade decay. Refer to
Appendix B for a discussion of the way the cascade decay
is included in the probability-density function. The life-
time of the 8 meson' assumed for this cascade decay is
11.8X10 ' s (see Appendix C). The fraction of cascade
decays in the sample was determined by generating a
sample of Monte Carlo' events with D mesons coming
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both from direct c quarks and from b quarks by cascade.
The fraction of those originating with b quarks is shown
in Fig. 21. We used the functional form 0.34
exp[(0. 4 —z ~)/0. 15] to represent the fraction of cascade

decays for z + ~ 0.4.
The lifetime of the D was obtained using the double-

Gaussian shape, with the background and cascade-decay
parameters discussed above. The best value for the D
lifetime was found to be (4.4+1.0) X 10 '3 s.

The fraction of D mesons from 8 decay rises to
about S0% for z + &0.4. We can therefore find the 8
meson lifetime from the sample of data in this region of
z +. In fact if we attempt to measure the lifetime of the

D meson from this sample, without correcting for the 8
decay cascade, we obtain a result of (12.1+~ s) X 10 ' s.
This is suSciently different from the D lifetime to sug-
gest that there are noticeable 8 contributions. The
proper-decay-time distribution of the 22 events withz, (0.4 is shown in Fig. 22(a).

The evaluation of the apparent background lifetime
was done in the same way as for the sample with
z 0.4. The statistics of the background sample was

increased to 28 events by accepting events with
0.142 ~ 5 ~0.149 GeV/c . The apparent-decay-time dis-
tribution of these events is shown in Fig. 22(b). The
background lifetime for this sample was found to be
(4.9+2.4)X10 ' s with the same weight of the wider
Gaussian as for z ~0.4 but with R=3.7. The same

quantity evaluated only for the events with mass larger
than the D mass was (3.6+3.s)X10 ' s, which is con-
sistent with zero, whereas the apparent lifetime for the
whole sample is 2 standard deviations from zero. As in
the case of the D+, there is an indication that some of the
events below the D mass are true charm-particle events
where a failure of tracking has spoiled the identification.

The value 3.6X 10 ' s was chosen for the apparent back-
ground lifetime. The actual value used makes very little
difference in the measurement of the 8 lifetime.

The maximum-likelihood procedure with the single-
Gaussian error distribution was employed to fit the
decay-time distribution in Fig. 22(a) to obtain the best
value of the 8 lifetime. In so doing a value for the 8
momentum was needed to relate path length to lifetime.
The average value of the 8 momentum that was used
was. 10.5 GeV/c, which was obtained from the fragmenta-
tion data of 8 mesons. ' The fraction of 8 decays as a
function of z + was represented by the function

1.12—1.95zD for zD, &0.4. A fixed value of the D life-

time of 4.3X10 ' s was used and the error multiplica-
tion factor R' was 1.26 to give the best fit. The result is
r 0=(8.2+37)X10 ' s. The statistical error on this

quantity is large because of the limited number of events
available. Nevertheless this is the first measurement of
the lifetime of the 8 meson as distinguished from the
average b-quark lifetime. The measurement is subject to
the assumptions enumerated in Appendix C.

B. D+

The proper-decay-time distribution of the events with
1.83~Mx„~ 1.89 GeV/c, the D+ mass region, was
calculated from the decay-distance distribution using the
measured D + momentum. The proper-decay-time distri-
bution is shown in Fig. 23(a). The background fraction in
the D+ mass region was determined by a fit to the mass
distribution, shown in Fig. 13, to be (79+3)%. In order
to have a background sample that was free from D+ con-
tamination for determining the apparent lifetime of the
background, the mass range 1.92—2.10 GeV/c was used.
The vertex position of each of these events together with
the beam position and the momentum of the three-
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particle combination was used to determine an apparent-
decay-time distribution. The apparent-decay-time distri-
bution of the background is shown in Fig. 23(b).

Using the double-Gaussian method the best 6t to the
background-decay-time distribution was centered at a
time of (0.9+0.2) X10 ' s with a weight of 0.3 for the
second Gaussian and R=1.65. The events in the D
mass region were fitted to an exponential-decay distribu-
tion convoluted with the same double Gaussian. The re-
sulting best fit to the proper-time distribution is

+ =(9.2+,'3) X 10 ' s. The error includes the statisti-
cal error in the background determination.

C. D,+

The proper-decay-time distribution of the D, is shown
in Fig. 24(a). Using the maximum-likelihood fit and the
single-Gaussian error shape the lifetime was found to be
(3.1+2 o) X 10 ' s with an R' factor of 1.3. The contri-
bution of 8-meson decay to the D,+ with z + &0.4 was

S

taken to be 11% (see Appendix C), and the value of
11.8X10 ' s was used as the 8 lifetime. ' The fraction
of the hadronic combinatorial background in the D,+ sig-
nal region was estimated to be 23%. The apparent-
decay-time distribution of these events is shown in Fig.
24(b). The two background regions were combined since
little difference was seen in their apparent lifetimes. The
apparent lifetime of the 52 background events when 6tted
to a single-Gaussian shape was (

—0.2+1.0)X10 ' s,
consistent with zero. A zero-background lifetime was
therefore used in the overall fit.

by a Monte Carlo' program which included D, D+,
and D,+ mesons decaying through all known channels
with nominal lifetimes. In the case of the D,+ analysis
smaller samples of events were also generated using
several different lifetimes for the D,+.

These Monte Carlo —generated tracks were propagated
through the detector and used to generate hit distribu-
tions in all the tracking chambers of the detector. The
efFects of multiple scattering, energy loss, and conversion
of photons were included in the simulation. The events
were processed by our standard track finding and fitting
routines to produce a data summary tape of reconstruct-
ed events.

For this Monte Carlo study the D, D+, and D,+

events were selected using the same criteria as was used
in the analysis of the data. In particular the same track-
separation cuts in the vertex chamber and identical re-
quirements on track quality were used. The tracking-
error distributions and mass determinations were all con-
sistent with the data.

A. D

A sample of e+e events was generated which had at
least one D*~D ~Km decay chain. The input lifetime
was 4.4X10 ' s and the simulation included 8-decay
events. When the simulated events were analyzed in the
same way as the data, a result of (4.9+0.S) X 10 ' s was
obtained. Changing the event-selection criteria, such as
the number of hits required in the vertex chamber, made
no more than a change of +0.3 X 10 ' s in the result.

VII. MONTE CARLO TEST RESULTS

A Monte Carlo study of our tracking procedures and
lifetime analysis programs was carried out for each of the
charm-meson decays. Hadronic events were generated
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in Fig. 16. (b) The apparent-decay-time distribution of the
events in the background regions 1.70~ M&„~ 1.91 GeV/c and
2.02 ~ Mp ~ 2.30 GeV/c .

The Monte Carlo —generated D+ events were used to
check for systematic errors introduced by the track-
6tting programs and the track-quality cuts. The generat-
ed lifetime of the D+ was 9.2X10 ' s. The analysis of
these reconstructed events found a lifetime of
(8.1+1.3)X10 ' s which is consistent with the generat-
ed lifetime within the statistical errors.

C. D,+

Three sets of hadronic events were produced using the
Monte Carlo program with lifetimes of the D,+ specified
to be (0.0, 2.0, and 10.0)X10 ' s. The same cuts and
track-quality requirements were placed on these sets of
events as for the events described above. The resulting
lifetimes were found to be ( —0.1+0.06, 3.0+0.7,
8.7+1.1)X.10 ' s. Within these statistical errors no
strong bias was observed in the lifetime determination.

VIII. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

This section summarizes the measurements reported in
this paper including estimates of the associated systemat-
ic errors as well as the statistical error. Some contribu-
tions to the systematic error a6'ect all three decays in ap-
proximately the same way. These contributions, which
are relatively small, arise fram uncertainties in the track-
ing and vertex-fitting procedures and the determination
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of the beam size and position. The estimate of the magni-
tude of these systematic errors is 0.3X10 ' s.

A. D

The following sources of systematic error in the deter-
mination of the lifetime of the D meson have been inves-
tigated.

(i) The background is small so that uncertainty in the
background fraction and the lifetime of the background
contribute a smaH amount to the systematic error. If
these quantities are changed by 1 standard deviation, the
lifetime shifts by 0.1X10 ' s.

(ii) The result of the fit to the decay-time distribution
using the single- and double-Gaussian error functions was
the same but if the width scale factor R or R ' was arbi-
trarily increased by 10% the lifetime shifted by
0.1X10 ' s.

(iii) The average fraction of D mesons coming from B
mesons for z, & 0.4 is estimated to be 10% according to
the Monte Carlo study. If this number is changed to
15%, the lifetime is shifted by —0.2X 10 ' s.

The sum in quadrature of these contribution, plus the
uncertainties implied by the variations in the Monte Car-
lo study of variations due to changes in the tracking cri-
teria, yield a value of 0.6X10 ' s for the systematic er-
ror. The final lifetime value is

r 0=(4.4+1.0+0.6) X 10 ' s

based on 55 events with D ~K m+.
The systematic error which is most important for the

determination of the B lifetime is the one that arises
from the uncertainty in the number of D mesons which
come from direct charm as opposed to those coming
from B mesons. If the number of D mesons is in-
creased by 40% the lifetime of the B meson is shifted by
2.7X10 ' s.

The final result for the B lifetime, under the assump-
tion that the charged B does not contribute significantly
to the D*+ decay mode and the other assumptions
enumerated in Appendix C, is

~ o=(8.2+3'7+2. 7) X 10 ' s

based on 22 events in which D *+~D ~K m+ with
0.19~z ~ ~0.4.

For the D+ lifetime determination the background
subtraction is very important. We have made a paramet-
ric study of the background-fitting routines using the
nominal D+ mass to determine the systematic error.

(i) Carrying out the maximum-likelihood fit with the
single-Gaussian method instead of the two-Gaussian
method shifts the lifetime determination by + 1.3 X 10
s.

(ii) A shift of the central value of the background
Gaussian from 0.9X10 ' s to O.OX10 ' s shifts the
lifetime by +0.3 X 10 ' s.

(iii) A +5% systematic error is ascribed to the back-

ground fraction determination. This yields a lifetime er-
ror of+0.8X10 ' s.

An alternate scheme of direct background subtraction
was used for fitting the D+ lifetime distribution. The re-
sult is consistent with that of the maximum-likelihood
technique. Contamination from B-meson decay is negli-
gible due to the high-z cut required for this D+ sample.
In addition, contributions from the decay D+~K m

have been studied and found to be insignificant for the
tracking cuts that were imposed.

These errors are added in quadrature to yield an esti-
mate of the total systematic error 1.6X10 s. The re-
sulting lifetime is

~ =(9.2+,'3+1.6) X 10 ' s

based on 155 events with D+ —+K m+m+ above a back-
ground of 609 events.

C. D,+

We have studied the following possible sources of sys-
tematic error.

(i) For the estimated uncertainty of 20% in the fraction
of the hadronic combinatorial background, the corre-
sponding lifetime change was 0.2 X 10 ' s.

(ii) Changing the hadronic combinatorial background
lifetime by the amount of 1.0X10 ' s yielded a change
in the lifetime of 0.2X 10 ' s.

(iii) A 30% change in the estimated fraction of B~D,+
decays changes the lifetime by 0.2X10 ' s.

The D, meson lifetime including the systematic error
is

+=(3.1+2 O+0. 5)X 10 ' s,
S

based on a sample of 23 D,+ ~P+ m. + decays.

D. Comparison with other experimental results

We have previously referred to some of the most im-
portant recent measurements of charmed-meson life-
times and to a recent review of these measurements.
This recent review attempts to arrive at an overall aver-
age value for each lifetime taking into account both the
quoted statistical and systematic errors. Each of the
three lifetime averages depends most strongly, however,
on the results of Ref. 7. These average values are
r o=(4.27+0. 10)X10 ' s, ~L, =(10.45+0~9)X10 ' s,+
and en~=(4. 31+O32)X 10 ' s. Our measurements are

S

clearly in agreement with them.
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APPENDIX A: THE LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION

The likelihood function for several events is the prod-
uct of the probability-density functions P„evaluated at
each measured value of the distributed variable. The
quantity

lnL = g P„(x,y, z, . . . , t„)
n=1

E(r))E(rp)—:

exp
'T2

r, E(r, ) —r2E(r2)

exp
t —t'

dt

—exp
7

was evaluated for each set of parameters x, y, z, . . . and
the set with the maximum value of lnL was chosen gs the
most probable set. The most probable errors in the pa-
rameters are obtained by generating the contour in the
multiparameter space corresponding to a change in lnl.
of 0.5.

It is necessary to determine a mathematical form for
the probability-density functions which describe the mea-
sured distributions. In the case that the lifetime is small
compared with the normally distributed measurement er-
ror, the probability-density function may be approximat-
ed by a translated Gaussian

G(o, t')—:(2') '~ o 'exp (t —t')'
20

where t' is the offset of the distribution from zero and o.

is the calculated error in the variable t. This function is
appropriate for the background events which have small
apparent lifetimes.

The probability-density function appropriate for the
fitting of the decay-time distributions is the convolution
of an exponential distribution with the distribution
representing the experimental resolution. The
probability-density function for the exponential distribu-
tion is

1E(r)=—exp
7 7

and the convolution of a Gaussian and an exponential is

E(r) G(o )

(z~)-'" t 2

exp exp
20

Thus

r,E(r, ) G(o )
—r2E(rq) G(o )

G(o )eE(r, )g E(r, )=
TJ 72

In the cascade decay a method is needed to partition
the measured decay distance between the two decaying
particles. The momentum of the Anal decay products of
the D meson is measured whereas the momentum of the
B meson must be assigned a value determined by other
means. The partition must minimize the error arising
from the unknown B-decay point. The composite mea-
sured decay length was apportioned to the B and D parts
of the cascade decay according to their average decay
lengths. Thus the adjusted decay time for the ith event
for use in the cascade-decay-probability density function
was

I'
t,'=(F, (t, )+F' (I ))

where I'~=M~c/(pz ) is the length-to-time conversion
factor for the 8 meson, FD =Mac/pa is the same for the
D meson, I' is the measured distance, and ( ) indicates
the average value. The conversion from the decay time
of a simple D-meson decay to the cascade decay time can
be simply expressed as

tl— S tl
S—T'

where t'=FD I', S= 1+~D /zz, and T'= 1 —FD/F~.
There is a small error, in addition to error in t, in this es-
timate because average values have been used in place of
true values for the B lifetime, the D lifetime, and the 8
momentum.

1 o.
exp

2v- 2~2

1 g t'
erfc V'2 r o.

where erfc is the complementary error function

oo

erfc(t):— — exp( —x )dx .

APPENDIX B: THE PROBABILITY-DENSITY
FUNCTION FOR CASCADE DECAY

The probability-density function for a cascade decay,
such as B—+D —+X, is the convolution of a Gaussian with
the convolution of two exponential distributions. The
latter convolution is

APPENDIX C: 8-MESON DECAYS TO CHARM MESONS

A fraction of all of the charm particles produced in
e -e collisions with 29-GeV center-of-mass energy will
arise from the decay of B mesons. Such mesons have a
longer lifetime than the charm particles. In addition we
cannot distinguish the charm particles which arise from
8 mesons from those that do not. There are cascades of
two successive decays leading to apparent decay lengths
that are much longer than those expected from a single
charm-particle decay.

i. Compensating for cascade decays in the measurement of
charm-particle lifetimes

The average b-quark lifetime has been measured fairly
precisely but the lifetimes of the individual B mesons are
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S

FIG. 25. Some spectator-model diagrams for the decay of (a)
the B meson, (b) the B meson, and (c) the B, meson.

not known. Nevertheless, in the measurement of the D
meson lifetime the D*+ mesons which come from b
quarks come primarily from the 8 meson while in the
measurement of the D,+ lifetime most of the D,+ mesons
which come from b quarks come from 8, mesons. For-
tunately, in both of these cases the correction for 8-decay
contamination is ~ 10%.

The spectator diagram in Fig. 25 illustrates typical B-
meson decays. (The 8, has not yet been observed and is

probably produced much less frequently than the others
so that it has been omitted. ) The situation is very similar
to that of the charm mesons but now the b quark is even
heavier and the spectator assumption is even more ap-
propriate. In the case of the D mesons there is a lifetime
difference between the D and D,+ mesons on the one
hand and the D+ meson on the other. Theoretical calcu-
lations suggest, however, that the effects which produce
the lifetime difference between D mesons are smaller in
the case of B mesons. ' Experimentally the 90%
confidence limits 0.44 (&zo/&&+ & 2.05 have been ob-

tained.
The fraction of D,+ mesons which originate from 8 de-

cay was obtained from the measured branching fraction
of 8 to D,+ on the Y(4s) resonance, ' which is

0.125+0.034, and the calculated branching fraction' of
the 8, to D,+ of 0.86+o &3. Assuming that B and B
are produced in equal numbers and 15% of the total
number of 8 mesons are 8, , the average decay fraction of
8 mesons to D,+ is 0.14. Then assuming that four c
quarks are produced for every b quark, and that 15% of

To measure the 8 -meson lifetime from the decay of
D*+ mesons at small values of z +, it is necessary to
show that a significant fraction of D*+ mesons actually
come from B mesons.

At the qq production vertex the ratio of bb production
to cc production is 1 to 4. The decay of b to c dominates
over b to u and the c quark decays predominantly to the
D' meson. The D* mesons from 8 decay have a much
softer momentum spectrum than the c quarks produced
at the yqq vertex because a considerable fraction of the
energy of the B is carried oft'by the W (see Fig. 25).
The results of a Monte Carlo' study of all these effects,
together with the special geometric cuts imposed by the
detector, are shown in Fig. 21 ~ For z + less than 0.4
there are about equal numbers of D*+ mesons from 8 de-
cay and from the primary production. The threshold for
the detection of D*+ mesons is at z=0.19 because of a
lower limit on the acceptable momentum of the pion
from D*+ decay.

It is expected, from the quark diagrams in Fig. 25, that
charged D *+ mesons come from 8 mesons. Some D *

mesons, however, will come from 8 mesons when the
8 decays to D *+~ plus the W decay products. The
D*+~ may or may not be in the resonant state D**
(Ref. 21). The branching ratio of 8 decay to D*+
through this mechanism is not known at this time, al-
though it is probably not large. As emphasized above the
8 semileptonic decay rate is nearly saturated by decays
to D+ and D*+ states, and the 8 semileptonic decay
would occur with the same relative probability to these
states. In particular, if there is a small amount of D"+
in 8 decay there should also be a correspondingly small
amount of D ** in 8 decay. Then if ~ o is short

enough that the D+ and D*+ completely saturate the
semileptonic branching ratio, the D * ~D *+ decay
mode of 8 is insignificant. In any case there is no
correction to ~zo if r~o is the same as the average 8 life-

time. For other values of ~ 0 there is an additional un-

certainty because of the uncertainty in the amount of
8 D *+X.
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